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ABSTRACT 

  

 This research uses the post-war avant-garde trend of Megastructure as a lens into 

the coupling of science and design that informed the performance and aesthetics of paper 

architecture in the late fifties and sixties. Though easy to discount as a fashion, 

Megastructure contained innovative and technically informed concepts of post-disaster 

redevelopment, architecture for mobility, expendable architectures and cybernetics, that 

are still relevant today. The application of this research takes on the site of Detroit, MI, 

as the city that most wholly embraced the ideas of industrialization to the point of its 

own demise. The design proposal looks at the possibility of shifting Detroit away from 

monogamy to the automobile, and towards catalyzing an urban agricultural economy. 
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1. Introduction 

 Computation has become the medium through which the once autonomous 

discipline of architecture has begun integration into trans-disciplinary design debates. 

Architects, as a whole, have realized that other disciplines have a lot to offer in terms of 

technology and truly innovative design. This evolution into broader debates of design 

and technology has finally been accepted now, but these ideas were being championed 

as early as the 1950’s through the critiques of Reyner Banham and the work of 

Archigram and Cedric Price.  

 It is productive to revisit the process and projects of this era in an attempt to 

derive a more primitive understanding of a multi-disciplinary practice, one that is no 

reliant upon digital tools to access. This paper uses post-war Megastructuralism as the 

point of departure for a research agenda that is interested in modern applications of the 

high-tech, or scientific, architecture of the post-war period. 
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2. Megastructure: In Fashion 

2.1 Definition 
 

Mega-Structure, 1964: A large frame in which all the functions of a city, or part of a 

city, are housed. It has been made possible by present day technology. In a sense it is a 

man-made feature of the landscape. It is like the great hill on which Italian towns were 

built. (Maki 1964) 

 

Megastructure, 1968: Must be 1) Constructed of modular units, 2) capable of great, 

even unlimited, extension, 3) a structural framework into which smaller structural units 

can be built, 4) a structural framework expected to have a useful life much longer than 

the smaller units it supports. (Wilcoxen 1968) 

 

It is evident from these definitions that the idea of a Megastructure had evolved in 

the four years between the quotes, a time that is often considered the “Megastructure 

era” of architecture. It also becomes clear that a Megastructure does not simply imply a 

building of abnormally large scale, but instead, a flexible framework for a city to 

participate in. Reyner Banham, in his 1976 book Megastructure: Urban Futures of the 

Recent Past, makes the distinction between NASA’s Vehicle Assembly Building in 

Cape Canaveral, Florida, and Le Corbusier’s Fort l’Empereur in Algiers, Algeria. 

Banham claims that although the VAB was the largest building in the world at the time, 

it was not a Megastructure due to its “singleness of function and image” (Banham 1976). 

Corbusier’s project is regularly cited as the first intentional foray into the realm of 

Megastructure. The project is an elevated highway with a podium that provides the 

structure and space for the construction of two story villas, designed and built by the 

individual occupants. The project offers a flexibility of functions including circulation, 

recreation, residential and commercial opportunities. The use of the building is not 

strictly defined, but the architect does provide an image of the structure’s possibilities.  

The idea of the “image” is vital to the Megastructural movement, and provides 

another point of comparison between the two projects. Most projects that can be 

considered Megastructures (distinguished with a capital “M” from here on) were not 
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conceived with any intention of construction, but instead as a conceptual seed that could 

develop in the imaginations of architects and planners. In fact, the realization of the 

project typically negates its Megastructural intentions.  

  

2.2  Conceptual Emergence 
 

“A lot of people have worked on Megastructure. The best model that I have found is the 

bridge in Florence.” Paul Rudolph describing the Ponte Vecchio Bridge (Banham 1976) 

 

 Most pre-war examples of Megastructure emerged through the phenomenon of 

informal development growing out of the formal urban infrastructure (exemplified by the 

Ponte Vecchia) without pre-meditated design intention. There was, however, one 

visionary architect who predicted the coming Megastructural movement 50 years before 

it was in fashion. Futurist, Antonio Sant’Elia saw Megastructure as the inevitable 

evolution of urban planning in an industrial society, and his writings acted as a call to 

arms among architects and planners to embrace and project this future city: 

 

“We must invent and rebuild…our modern city like an immense and tumultuous building 

site, active, mobile, and everywhere dynamic…lifts must swarm up the facades like 

serpents of glass and iron…[and the street must] plunge stories deep into the earth, 

collecting the traffic of the metropolis [and connecting the city]” (Sant'Elia 1995) 

 

 The pre-war emergence of Megastructure was heavily reliant on the work of four 

architecture camps, with post-WWII reconstruction also playing a major role in how the 

Megastructural model developed.  

 

2.2.1 Italian Futurism 

Sant’Elia’s writings and la Cittta Nuova project offer a precedent for many of the 

techniques used by Megastructuralists some 50 years later. Sant’Elia wrote the 
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Manifesto of Futurist Architecture in 1914, which incited architects to look forward; 

abandon, even destroy historic design models and embrace the technology of the time 

(Sant'Elia 1995). Along with his manifesto, Sant’Elia produced a series of drawings 

proposing an industrial monumentality in the language of his futurist manifesto. The 

terraced (terrassenhäuser) housing, multiple levels of transfers and emphasis on vectors 

of movement provided a new vision for the city, and a great deal of ideas for 

Megastructuralists to explore. 

Although little of the Futurist’s work was built, there is the important example of 

the Lingotto Fiat car factory from 1928. The design, by Giacomo Gatté-Trucco, 

incorporated an automobile track on the roof and is one of the first examples of 

integrating the infrastructure of the emerging automobile culture into the architecture of 

everyday life. 

 

2.2.2 Russian Avant-Garde 

The October Revolution and overthrow of the Russian Empire brought a new 

interest in communist cities. It is important to see this moment in Russia as a form a 

tabula rasa, in that there was a need for something different that was not rooted in the 

previous czarist traditions or aesthetics. The response was eerily similar to the post-war 

Megastructure of Japan and the west.  

Although not of Megastructural scale or flexibility, El Lissitzky’s Skyhooks is an 

important project in its conception of an elevated urban “carpet” that could greatly 

expand the capacity of the city. The project is a precursor to the work of Yona Friedman 

and Constant Niuwenhuys. 

Moishe Ginzburg’s rationalist depiction of the city as a single building would 

certainly have been influential to the Megastructuralists. The vague nature of the project 

prevents deep investigation, but the title and images seem to present a dystopian Russian 

urban future similar to that projected by Superstudio. 
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Vladimir Tatlin’s Monument to the Third International is one of the most 

impressive and progressive architectural proposals of pre-war Europe, and one of the 

few that was likely recognized outside of the USSR. The project unifies structure, 

circulation and infrastructure long before it was the fashion. The project also proposed a 

series of independent volumes that could tie into the structural/circulation system, 

offering the possibility of incremental expansion, an early pre-cursor to the plug-in 

structures of Archigram and the Metabolists. 

While these projects were wholly innovative, it is unlikely that they had a great 

deal of influence on western Megastructure as the west is just now gaining access to the 

work of Russian avant-gardism. 

 

2.2.3 Le Corbusier 

The Swiss born architect Charles-Édouard Jeanneret, or Le Corbusier, was 

hugely influential in both introducing the concept of automobile infrastructure as a 

framework for housing, as well as developing housing as a modular proportion system to 

reduce cost and production time.  

In urbanism projects for Rio de Janeiro and Algiers, Le Corbusier proposed 

massive, elevated highways under which would be a concrete eggcrate structure 

providing space for 2 story villas. Corbusier did not intend to design the villas, but 

provided a rendered image of the speculative future of this urban scaffold (Maruhn 

2008). Fort l’Empereur in Algiers is considered to be the first Megastructure project 

(Banham 1976) and questions the role of the architect. The architecture is actually 

automobile infrastructure while the infill housing and commercial development is 

added/designed incrementally according to the needs of the individual users. This breaks 

the oppressive monotony of a singular building and opens the possibility of group or 

collective form, a theory of planning by self-organization. The flexibility of the housing 

allows the freedom required from a post-industrial society.  
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Even amid the destruction delivered by new military technologies of the Second 

World War, there was an acknowledgement that embracing the machine age was the 

only means by which to recover. There was no longer a choice to accept it or not, 

technology was increasingly a part of daily life and needed to be engaged as a means of 

rehabilitating demolished cities and their ailing economies.  

At the same time, the scale of destruction across much of Europe and the Pacific 

provided many scholars with the tabula rasa that so many modernists desired. It was the 

kind of destruction that the futurists had rallied for, a purging of the old to allow for the 

new. In a similar way as the October Revolution did in the USSR, the destruction of the 

war forced academics to re-conceive the modern city from square one. How could the 

city of the future accept rapid population growth and an emerging automobile culture? 

How could planning provide an urban platform for future technologies? These were the 

questions being asked by academia. 

The scope of destruction along with the vast sums laid out for rebuilding seemed 

to provoke a new urban strategy. According to figure 2.1, the countries that received the 

greatest amount of rebuilding aid from the US (which signifies the level of destruction 

and need to rebuild) were the countries that proposed the greatest number of 

Megastructural projects that received mention in Banham’s Megastructure: Urban 

Futures of the Recent Past. A hypothesis is that infrastructural stimulus spending acted 

as a catalyst for Megastructure in the 60’s. If so, why has a similar trend not emerged in 

the current climate of infrastructure stimulus spending in the United States? 

 

2.3 Case Studies 

The post-war period of Architecture can be classified by the dichotomy of theory 

between the Formalism championed by Colin Rowe and Scientific Speculation 

championed by Reyner Banham. It is out of the latter camp that Megastructure proper 

arose during the late 50’s and remained at the height of avant-garde architecture into the 

70’s. This research will focus on seven seminal Megastructures, focusing on their 
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Plug-in City (Fig 2.6) is the seminal Archigram project; it exists on the boundary 

between science and fantasy, yet engages the audience through images which were 

grounded by the technology of the time. This project signifies a momentous shift in the 

architectural debates of the sixties, the proposal is guided by a structural system and the 

utilities of the city, but allows the architecture of the city to grow and shrink according to 

the needs of the place. The temporal flexibility is exemplified through the adjustability 

of the architecture (dwelling units, platforms, commercial/cultural venues) through the 

use of embedded gantry cranes.  

The input diagram (Fig 2.7) shows that the intervention takes place incrementally 

and is minimally destructive to the existing urban condition. Furthermore there is a 

blurring of public and commercial infrastructure. Though this project was always 

conceived of as purely paper architecture, the design addressed some very real issues of 

mobility, temporal cycles, and the responsibility of the architect in issues of public 

housing. As with Ville Spatiale, the first element of design for Plug-In City is the 

integrated structure and circulation system which allows for expansion of the city 

vertically. The next step is for the construction of the plug-in structure which accepts 

programmatic pods that have a lifespan based on pleasure rather than material 

decomposition. At this level of development, the plug-in city begins to accept existing 

city functions into its infrastructural system. 

 

2.3.3 Freedom: Constant Nieuwenhuys 

Never trained as an architect, Constant Nieuwenhuys designed New Babylon as 

pure speculation, based on the building practices of homo ludens, an imaginary race of 

post-industrial humans. Constant proposed a wholly new type of urbanism which 

abandoned existing development to begin a continuous, elevated city (Wigley 1998). 

Calling his strategy Unitary Urbanism, Constant was influential in many circles, 

including the Situationists International and CoBrA, of which he was a founding 

member. 
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Of all the Megastructure proposals, Tokyo Bay participated in the existing 

building environment more than any others (Fig 2.11). The diagram shows the proposal 

as being very similar to any large development that requires a large subsidized financial 

layout. Although the project never moved beyond planning, it spawned a great deal of 

architectural studio assignments. 

 

2.3.5 Satire and the Image: Superstudio 

If all seemed flexible and desirable in the world of Megastructure, it was the 

Italian group, Superstudio, who represented the overbearing, deterministic manner of the 

fashionable architecture of the moment. Superstudio used Megastructure as the image of 

all that was wrong with the architectural debates of the time. The office used its 

alignment with Archigram and others to satirize Megastructure from the inside, which 

happened to align with Archigram’s shift toward temporary and deployable 

environments. Furthermore, Superstudio used the old Megastructural practice of 

projecting the future through the use of collage; it just happened that the futures they 

projected weren’t as rosy as those of previous Megastructuralists. 

Like New Babylon, Superstudio’s Continuous Monument (Fig 2.12) was never an 

architectural proposal to be built, but instead a vehicle to critique architecture and 

urbanism. The most striking aspect of the images created for Continuous Monument was 

its relationship to the existing landscape. Superstudio posited the endgame of a “tabula 

rasa” development, in which new construction overpowers all aspects of nature and 

historicism. Without typical architectural production Superstudio provided dauntingly 

compelling images of a dystopian future to great effect. 
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continued popular acceptance and mainstream construction of Megastructure eventually 

made it less fashionable to the avant-garde.  

2.4.1 World Expositions 

World Expositions have always been an architectural testing ground, whether the 

Ferris Wheel for Chicago 1893, or Le Corbusier’s Phillips Pavilion for Brussels ‘58. 

With Megastructure being at the forefront of avant-garde architecture for such a long 

period, it’s inevitable that world expo’s acted as a testing ground for many 

Megastructural concepts. 

The centerpiece for Brussels in 1958 was the elemental mimicry of Atomium 

designed by André Waterkeyn, which displayed a coupling of diagonal structure with 

circulation and modular volumes. Queens provided a futuristic expo without any direct 

Megastructural concepts. Montreal ‘67, the mega-expo, included the stacked, modular 

housing of Moshe Safdie’s habitat67, a Biosphere by Buckminster Fuller, Frei Otto’s 

Germany Pavilion, and the habitable structure of Man the Producer. Three years later at 

Osaka ‘70 the Metabolist influence was unmistakable. There was a clear disconnect 

between structure and enclosure, often with space frames being in-filled with removable, 

modular pods, as with the Tower of the Sun roof and the Takara Beautilion Pavilion. For 

better or for worse these were the dying days of Megastructure.  

2.4.2 Megastructure Construction 

Of the three most recognized built Megastructures, only one, Cumbernauld Town 

Centre (Geoffrey Copcutt), can be considered at the scale of Megastructure. In its 

physical rendering, Cumbernauld expresses all the afflictions of Megastructure. In the 

time it took to construct, the Megastructure movement fell out of fashion, the design is 

extremely deterministic, it offers none of the flexibility associated with the 

Megastructure of Archigram or Cedric Price, and is constructed out of poured in place 

concrete in a most permanent manner. The other examples, Centre Pompidou (Renzo 

Piano & Richard Rogers) and Nakagin Capsule Tower (Kisho Kuokawa), display a 

greater amount of flexibility while also being generally deconstructable in the chance 

that the building is no longer necessary. While both Pompidou and the Capsule Tower 
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(Fig 2.18) it was clear that Megastructure could be mined for its concepts of scientific 

architecture without the need to construct entire cities under one roof. The movement 

was fashionable and extremely timely, playing on pan-European reconstruction efforts 

and the egalitarian mood of the day. But just as fashion trends come and go, so did the 

era of Megastructure, passing the torch to pneumatic, deployable and media architecture. 

While not all Megastructure was successful, there are certain concepts that are still at the 

forefront of architectural debates and will be the focus of this research as it moves 

forward. 
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3. Detroit: Identifying Opportunity in Urban Voids 

3.1 Investments and Infrastructure 

From its founding by Antoine de la Mothe Cadillac in 1701, Detroit, Michigan has 

played a vital role in US industrialization, with infrastructure and transportation playing 

a huge role in the city’s development into an economic powerhouse, and then again in 

the industrial flight and subsequent population decline. Detroit has been called the “most 

thoroughly modern city in the world” for the wholehearted pursuit of technology and 

optimization across politics, industry, and urbanism (Daskalakis, Waldheim, and Young 

2001). This unitary urban strategy paid dividends in the 19th and early 20th centuries by 

attracting skilled laborers from around the world and producing a heart for US 

industrialization. By the time racial tensions had reached the breaking point, the Fordist 

planning machine had already laid its escape route via the new highway network while 

its own industry provided the vehicles of escape. This research will look at the 

infrastructure and investments that laid the foundation for the city which Detroit is now. 

3.1.1 Early Embrace of Technology 

After a fire in 1805 Detroit rebuilt with a focus on transportation; the Woodward 

Plan organized the city according to a number of radiating grand avenues leading from 

downtown out of the city. As early as 1840 Detroit embraced the infant industrial 

economy. Catalyzed by a number of railroad and maritime development projects the 

early rail car, stove, ship, metallurgy, steam engine, tobacco and pharmaceutical 

industries took advantage of the multiple modes of transportation available in the city 

(Hyde 1980). This early industry pushed labor demand, immigration, and steep 

population surges. Even before the automobile Detroit’s population increased from 

46,000 in 1860 to nearly 286,000 people in 1900, of which one-third were foreign born 

(Hyde 1980).  

3.1.2 Paris of the West 

Population expansion was supported through public infrastructure projects 

including a Waterworks Park with 32 million gallons a day capacity and a horse-drawn 

public transportation system. The most compelling and beloved of pre-automobile public 
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infrastructure projects was for Thomas Edison to provide electric street lighting along 

Washington Blvd (Hyde 1980). The electrified thoroughfare prolonged daily usage of 

public space and proved a successful mode of crime prevention. The sparkling 

streetlights of Washington Blvd and the extravagant architecture of the early 

industrialists generated the city’s nickname, “Paris of the West” as, like Paris, the street 

was the center of public life. 

3.1.3 The Motor City 

The automobile has had too great an influence on the city of Detroit to have a 

comprehensive review here. Instead I will speculate that the diverse industrial economic 

foothold, focused on transportation, and the street based public life provided a fertile site 

for the establishment of America’s most important industry. 1896 is the year that the 

gasoline powered automobile made its introduction to the city, with both Henry Ford and 

Ransom E. Olds founding production facilities in the city. The entrepreneurs initially 

selected Detroit for its inexpensive industrial land and immediate access to the national 

distribution network, but before long the city was being altered to provide industry with 

their desires. Never has urbanism been as singularly devoted to industry as in the Motor 

City, rendering Detroit as a product instead of a place, constantly reinventing itself with 

each new production optimization (Hoffman 2001). Concepts from automobile 

production, such as division of labor, horizontal production, and yearly model changes 

were applied to urban planning to advance Detroit’s role as an instrument of production. 

There is a shortcoming to this mode of urbanism; just as manufacturing has yet to deal 

with the necessary obsolescence of previous products when new models arrive on the 

shelves, Detroit has had no strategy for dealing with the physical rendering of obsolete 

urban models. Instead, the city ignored the old and expanded its footprint repetitively in 

the 19th and 20th centuries until Detroit had a greater land area than Manhattan, San 

Francisco, and Boston combined. Pre-Depression Detroit was a sprawling, if thriving, 

industrial city flooded with investment and skilled foreign labor. 
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3.1.4 The Arsenal of Democracy 

By 1930 Detroit had become arguably the most important center for industry in 

the world, necessitating the construction of no less than 6 fossil fuel power plants 

between 1903 and 1929 (Hyde 1980) and the impressive infrastructural advancements of 

the Ambassador Bridge and the Detroit-Windsor Tunnel. As expected, the young 

industrial city, floating on borrowed capital, was devastated by the Great Depression. 

Automobile production shirked 4 million units per year from 1929 to 1932, and took 19 

years to recover pre-Depression production levels (Hyde 1980). Furthermore, at least 

one-third of the labor force was completely without work, sparking the US organization 

of automobile labor unions.  

 It was not the automobile, but the Second World War that dragged Detroit out of 

social and economic depression. Detroit’s production infrastructure attracted the US 

military-industrial complex in the late thirties, and even led to the construction of new 

wartime production facilities for bombers and tanks, as well as highways to connect the 

new industry. President Franklin Delano Roosevelt referred to Detroit as “the great 

arsenal of democracy” due to the city’s willingness and speed in converting its 

automobile production towards military purposes (Nolan 1997). With the majority of the 

labor force overseas in Europe or Japan, Detroit had a severe labor shortage in the early 

1940’s driving up salaries and attracting hundreds of thousands to the city. This has 

proven to be Detroit’s final expansion. In 1950 Detroit was the nation’s fourth largest 

city with a population of 1,849,568 residents (SEMCOG 2002). 

 

3.1.5 Race Riots 

Wartime production and labor shortages had attracted an estimated 50,000 

African-American migrant workers from the south but as production slowed and the 

military returned home these wages became contentious and wedged racial divisions 

(Hyde 1980). In June 1943 a riot broke out between Detroit’s white and black 

populations. Over the course of three days there were 467 casualties, caused $2million 

damage, and required a Federal intervention. The Race Riot of 1943 signaled uneasiness 

in Detroit’s wealthy population and for the first time the affluent white population began 
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to choose the suburbs to Detroit proper. Racial tensions were exacerbated in July 1967 in 

the third most destructive riot in US history. The 1967 Detroit Riot resulted in 510 

casualties, nearly $50million in damages and again required a National Government 

intervention (History Matters 2012). The city is yet to recover from the racial division 

which opened during this period of time. 

 

3.1.6 Metropolitan Highway Expansion 

 At the same time that racial tensions were providing frightened white residents a 

reason to leave the city, Detroit was constructing a freeway system to provide both 

industry and the population with a quick escape. The Freeway system began in 1941 to 

relieve congestion to wartime production plants in the surrounding suburbs, then 

connected the northern suburbs in the 1950’s, and the rest of the metropolitan area by 

1965 (Hyde 1980). The Highway system effectively replaced much of the public 

transportation system and allowed a large portion of the population to live in the 

surrounding suburbs while still commuting to work each day. 

 

3.1.7 Suburbanization of Industry and White Flight 

 The post-war period brought drastic changes to the industrial landscape in 

Detroit, nearly all the boutique car and part makers were either bought by the big three, 

or were forced out of business. This economic decommissioning provided vacant factory 

buildings within the city limits but the manufacturers instead chose to build sprawling, 

single-level production facilities on inexpensive suburban land. In the years between 

1947 and 1958 the Big 3 automobile manufacturers built 25 new factories, of which 

none were in Detroit (Daskalakis, Waldheim, and Young 2001). 

 With jobs leaving the city for the suburbs, highways connecting the suburbs to 

each other, and racial tension causing uneasiness within the city, a flight of the white 

population was almost inevitable. Between the years of 1950-1975 the population of 

urban Detroit decreased by nearly 500,000 while the population of the metropolitan area 

increased by 1.2 million (Hyde 1980). With this suburban migration evolved an 
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3.3.1 The Woodward Corridor 

 The Woodward Corridor Initiative has identified public transportation, education, 

and business development as the greatest needs for downtown Detroit, along Woodward 

Ave. The initiative has attracted over $20 million from “Living Cities,” a European 

collaborative of 22 major funders (Shapiro 2011), who wish to tie community 

development to the economic development along the axis. A Further $48 million has 

been allocated to the long-term realization of a Woodward Ave public transportation 

system (US Department of Transportation 2011), an element that has been missing from 

Detroit since the 1950’s. 

 

3.3.2 Renaissance Zones 

 Working together, the city of Detroit, Wayne County, and the state of Michigan 

have developed 16 “renaissance zones” within the city which provide tax incentives for 

businesses physically located within the renaissance zones. This amounts to waivers of 

city income and utility taxes, city property taxes, county property taxes, and state income 

tax. What is particularly important is the willingness of many levels of government to 

provide incentives for business in Detroit (DEGC 2011). A push for the institution of a 

full-fledged “Free Trade Zone” in the future could truly spark an export industry.  

 

3.3.3 Transportation Infrastructure 

 Detroit’s manufacturing history has left it with an impressive transportation 

infrastructure which includes 3 airports within 20 miles (one within city limits), an 

industrial capacity highway system, a rail network, shipping ports, the busiest border 

crossing between the US and Canada, and two other major border crossings. Figure 2.4 

identifies transportation hubs and points of transfer between modes of transportation. 

Apart from the elevated light rail (small loop in the downtown), Detroit relies wholly on 

busses for public transportation. The city’s central location in the United States and 

proximity to Midwestern urban centers makes Detroit an ideal location for distribution 
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throughout the country. The multiple border crossings also provide the city with the 

ability to handle large scale import/export. 

 

3.3.4  Urban Agriculture 

 Detroit’s entrepreneurial spirit teamed with the sheer quantity of vacant land has 

catalyzed the city into becoming the “national leader” in small scale urban farming 

(McIntire-Strasburg 2011). While urban agriculture has been on the tongues scholastic 

and theoretical planners for years, Detroit’s condition has allowed it to be the first city to 

fully embrace locally grown food in the city.  

 Most of Detroit’s farms are community oriented and not for profit, but there is 

one man who is trying to radically change that. John Hantz, a wealthy businessman who 

has spent his entire life in Detroit, is banking on urban farming as the silver bullet for 

reconciling Detroit’s abandoned real estate and the struggling economy. Hantz Farms 

will be the world’s largest, for profit, urban farm when completed and will be contained 

within the city limits (Hantz Farms 2012).  

 The concept of large scale urban agriculture is of great interest to Megastructure, 

as it implies the coupling of housing and food production, possibly in an integrated 

framework. This thesis becomes even more interesting when public transportation and 

bio-fuel are introduced as well. If all the previous elements could be combined into an 

agile framework, the project might be compelling enough to awaken the avant-garde. 
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4. Soft Megastructure 

 Could Megastructure still be viable? If so, what would it look like in truly post-

industrial city as Detroit? Although a somewhat linear design trajectory, the architectural 

implications of examining Detroit through the lens of post-war Megastructure result in a 

re-assessment of deeply held opinions for both Megastructuralists and Detroiters alike. 

 

4.1 Is Detroit a Relevant Site for Megastructure? 

 In the purely practical sense Detroit’s climate makes the prospect of common 

environmental enclosure appealing, as residents would not have to go outside in the cold, 

windy winter months. Megastructure could provide access to amenities such as public 

transportation, civic and commercial functions, and housing in a continuous, climate 

controlled volume.  

 This research also supports the city of Detroit as an appropriate site for a 

Megastructural intervention. Although the condition in modern Detroit is quite different 

from that of post-War Megastructural sites, there is a common social unrest and demand 

for change. Detroit is dealing with a shrinking population and economy, post-war 

Europe and Japan was dealing with huge urban emigration and investment, Detroit must 

make the urban situation more appealing to attract residents while post-war designers 

were just fitting people into the city. I see Megastructure emerging from the demands of 

massive fluctuation and ambiguity, where the future may require a complete re-

organization of the city. In this sense Detroit is a perfect site for Megastructure, as the 

city is, in essence, a petri dish for post-industrial urbanism.  

 In the sixties, Megastructure was influenced by advances in material science and 

structural engineering, as well as the emerging sciences of life-cycle analysis and 

cybernetics, today these research areas will be aided by computation as well as advances 

in horticulture and permaculture. Today’s Megastructure would bear little resemblance 

to the mechanical steel scaffolds of Archigram and Cedric Price. 
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 It is clear that any design proposal for Detroit must reject the tabula rasa 

approach to the existing urban condition, as there is too much functioning infrastructure 

and environmental contamination to simply project a blank canvas over the city. 

Furthermore, the design must utilize vacant properties that are currently targets for 

burglary and arson, and cover over 25% of the city’s land area (Fig 4.1). Soft 

Megastructure is a tensile framework that relies on the existing steel and reinforced 

concrete construction of the city to carry the weight of its elevated programs. Because 

Soft Megastructure requires external compressive strength, the framework occupies 

empty lots in its search for compressive hosts. This quality makes the structural system 

ideal for occupying the Detroit’s urban mosaic of vacant properties. Additionally, the 

structure rarely touches the ground, allowing street life to continue, where it exists, but 

also allowing for bio-remediation techniques to be used on contaminated sites. The 

elevated tension structures will literally and figuratively be stitching Detroit’s urban 

fabric back together.  

 One possible future for Detroit is to embrace the inevitable shift to renewable 

energy, and to become an early adopter of renewable power generation and distribution. 

According to The Ecofys Energy Scenario (Fig 4.2), by 2050 the global energy system 

will derive 95% of its energy from renewable sources (Cornelissen, Deng, and Klaus 

2011). As can be seen in Fig 4.2, a large portion of the future energy is supplied through 

bioenergy, or the combustion of renewable living organisms. Detroit is in a position to 

take advantage of producing a great amount of bioenergy through Soft Megastructure 

then issuing it through the existing distribution network. This proposal generates 

bioenergy from 3 inputs; the greatest and most intense production is from algal 

agriculture which is tied into the tensile framework, while agricultural food waste and 

plant matter from bioremediation would also be used to generate energy, with less 

intensity. The greatest benefit of bioenergy is that it is a high heat energy source that can 

be used to replace fossil fuels even in industrial situations. Soft Megastructure will tap 

into two further sources of non-bio renewable energy. The first is the sun, through both 

solar thermal heat generation and photovoltaic solar power for electricity. The enormous 

surface area of the structure allows it to capture a great deal of the solar energy that is 

typically lost to rooftops and sidewalks. The second source is through harvesting wind 
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